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topological quantum field theory and algebraic structures
of topological spaces such as the little intervals and the (framed) little disks operad. we then
study the operad of their homology groups and describe the algebraic structures for which they
are responsible. we then explain the consequences for a re?nement of a tqft called a
topological conformal ?eld theory (tcft).
a note on transport of algebraic structures 1. introduction
a note on transport of algebraic structures henrik holm abstract. we study transport of algebraic
structures and prove a theorem which subsumes results of comfort and ross on topological
group structures on stone-cech compacti cations, of chevalley and of gil de lamadrid and jans
on topological group
topological algebraic structure in the density topology
topological algebraic structure in the density topology and on souslin lines thomas j. poerio,
phd university of pittsburgh, 2008 this research investigates which topological algebraic
structures can exist on two types of topological spaces: the real line r with the density topology;
and any linearly ordered topoon fuzzy topological spaces involving boolean algebraic
on fuzzy topological spaces involving boolean algebraic structures p.k. sharma post graduate
department of mathematics, d.a.v. college, jalandhar city, punjab, india
pksharma@davjalandhar b with this topology is called boolean algebraic fuzzy topological
space (bafts). it is denoted by (b,t).
algebraic and topological structures on rational tangles
algebraic and topological structures on rational tangles 1 [n] are made of n half twists of two
vertical strings while the end points of the strings remain on the boundary of the ball. the
directions of the half twists are speci ed by the signs, fig. 1.
moduli stacks of algebraic structures and deformation theory
moduli stacks of algebraic structures and deformation theory 4 of morphisms from a coalgebra
to an algebra, using the in?nitesimal coproduct of c and the in?nitesimal product of q .
algebraic structures on the topology of moduli spaces of
algebraic structures on the topology of moduli spaces of curves and maps y.-p. lee and r. vakil
teleman’s work on family topological eld theory 10 5. witten’s conjecture on r-spin curves 16
references 20 0. standing the algebraic structure of gromovœwitten theory. note that the
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construction of fuzzy sets for topological and algebraic
for topological and algebraic structures january 1987 kiyomitsu i-ioriuchi the graduate school of
science and technology kobe university . doctoral dissertation construction of fuzzy sets for
topological and algebraic structures january 1987 kiyomitsu horiuchi the graduate school of
science and technology
6 fuzzy topologies on algebraic structures - core
fuzzy topological group, fuzzy topological ring, etc., is specified. the probabilistic completion of
ordinary topological algebraic structures shows the applicability of these concepts to the theory
of stochastic processes, e.g., a new definition of the stochastic integral is presented in section
5.
real algebraic structures arxiv:math/0601105v3 [math
structures (‘topological resolution tower structures’) on strati?ed spaces, which enable us to
identify the obstructions of making strati?ed spaces homeomorphic to algebraic sets. these
structures on strati?ed sets give a topological model for algebraic sets. in [ak3]a
topologicalcharacterization programforreal algebraic sets is
algebraic data structures for topological summaries [-1.5ex]
algebraic data structures for topological summaries ezra miller duke university, department of
mathematics data structures, algorithms, theoretical guarantees topological novelty arises
when directional selection pushes continuous variation in a developmental program beyond a
certain threshold.
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